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	Champ de texte 6: Self configuration of 5G radio parameters with Machine Learning 
	Champ de texte 7: The intership will take place in the Communication Network Systems laboratory at THALES SIX. CNS lab is involved in cutting-edge IT projects aiming at the specification, design and integration of security and computer network infrastructures. THALES personnel has experts in several scientific fields: networking, for fixed and mobile IP network design, wireless network, security architecture and information system. CNS is in charge of transferring technological building blocks to Thales’ business lines. Contact point: veronique.capdevielle@thalesgroup.com
	Champ de texte 8: With the increasing complexity and heterogeneity of radio access networks, operational and technical challenges arise to achieve cost optimized and efficient network configuration and management. Indeed, considering the huge number of network parameters to tune, manual network configuration gets un-efficient and impracticable. In this context, an automated process is required to support with minimal human intervention the planning, configuration, management and optimization of the radio access networks.   In this internship, we focus on the self-configuration of radio and antenna parameter sets (such as – but not limited to - down-tilt) that affect the coverage and capacity of a 5G cellular network. We leverage Machine Learning methodologies to solve a combinatorial problem, determine the radio parameter settings per deployed base station, tailored to the radio and traffic conditions. The overall objective will be to devise the algorithms to achieve optimal antenna parameter settings, then assess and compare the performance in different radio environment contexts. The main tasks to carry out within the internship include: • Get familiarized with 5G radio access networks• Enrich baseline radio channel modeling tool to meet targeted scenarios, • Understand the expected correlation between some parameters settings and resulting performances, • Design and evaluate by simulation the complete solution: the theoretical specification of the methods based on Machine Learning approaches as well as the architectural framework to implement them, • Derive concluding remarks in terms of achievable performances, convergence, complexity. 
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	Champ de texte 9: Experience in simulations and implementation of Machine Learning algorithms. 
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